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VTB ................................................ II, 52; III, 34; IV, 32
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Aircraft, Japanese
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General comments ........................................ I, 17
HAP, Preliminary, last flight of ............ II, 22
Sakae, Models 12 and 21 ......................... I, 16
Structural weakness ........................................ I, 18
Aircraft spotting for naval bombardment .... V, 10
Aircraft, U. S., Performance and handling characteristics of ................ II, 30
Airplane flight restrictions as related to flight tests and service experience .......... II, 41
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Ama1attack .................................................. II, 34
Armament
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Equipment, miscellaneous ...................... V, 34
Experimental .................................................. II, 46; III, 26; IV, 24
Guns and accessories ............................. V, 34
LTA .................................................. V, 33
Turrets .................................................. II, 46; III, 25; IV, 24; V, 34
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VOS-VSO, VJ, VR, and Airships .... II, 44; V, 33
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VTB ................................................ II, 44; V, 33
ASW creeping attack .............................. IV, 12
"Automatic Control" ............................... III, 26
Automatic Flight Control Trainer ............ V, 23
"Black Cats" ............................................. II, 8
Boarding report, Excerpt from ............... I, 19
Bomb training ........................................ II, 37
Bombs, Japanese .......................................... II, 31
Bombing tactics against enemy shipping (NAAF) .... II, 9
Bombing and D/R trainer ....................... IV, 13
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British bombers, Evasive tactics of .... II, 19
Camouflage .................................................. II, 19; III, 23; V, 26
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Carburetors ........................................ II, 47
Carriers
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CV, CVB, CVL, CVE .................................. III, 18
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Jet propulsion, aircraft take-offs .......... III, 20
Landing procedure, Notes on ................. I, 24
Operations in snow and ice .................. IV, 22
Combat between patrol planes ............. III, 6
Compasses, Aircraft ............................ V, 36
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Hydraulic systems
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Instruments
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Daylight
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Radio, ground
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Landfall technique
Landfall technique
Naval combat
Naval combat
Night fighter
Night fighter
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TITLE INDEX

Material appearing in the Naval Aviation Confidential Bulletin, January through June, 1944, is included. Roman numerals indicate month: January, I, February, II, etc.
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In Aleutians ........................................... II, 14
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Automatic weather station ........................ I, 24
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Expendable chute automatic weather station developed ................ V, 20
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Navy weather centrals ................................ III, 23
Need for ship weather reports in C. S. P. 1300(Å) ................ IV, 17
New aircraft weather landing code adopted .... VI, 33
Post flight weather reports ....................... II, 18
Radar wind sounding pulse repeater ............ IV, 16
Radio wind sounding equipment ................... II, 19
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Vertical cross section weather diagrams ......... II, 15
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Aircraft Design Projects
Aerodynamics and hydrodynamics I, 38; II, 38; III, 48; IV, 59; V, 52; VI, 51
LTA ................................................. I, 47; II, 41; III, 54; V, 51
Special Design ..................................... I, 47
VF .................................................. I, 43; II, 38; III, 48; IV, 49; V, 50; VI, 49
VN .................................................. III, 54
VJ-VR ............................................. I, 46; II, 41; III, 53; IV, 51; V, 51
VOS-VSO-Rotary Wing
I, 46; II, 53; III, 53; IV, 51; V, 50; VI, 51
VPB ................................................. I, 45; II, 39; III, 50; IV, 49; V, 48; VI, 51
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Ammunition loading for VF aircraft .......... I, 20
Analysis of air-combat losses and fighter superiority in the South Pacific .................. III, 5
Analysis of enemy night torpedo attacks ....... III, 11
Anti-submarine warfare training targets Sub-surface towing target ................ II, 23
Stationary sub-surface target .................... II, 23
Armament .................................. I, 42; II, 35; III, 43; IV, 45; V, 42; VI, 47
Attack on Wake .................................. I, 5
Aviation gunners to be trained in use of new gyro gun sight ................ VI, 18

B

British planes at Patuxent River ................. IV, 21

C

Carrier borne aircraft over Rabaul ............... I, 10
Combat report ..................................... IV, 5
Comparative performance, PV-1 vs. Zeke .......... III, 8
Crash intelligence officer reports from China ..... I, 12

D

Development of the Radar planning device ........ IV, 20
Ditching ........................................... I, 13
Ditching of a B-25 ................................ VI, 13
Dive bombing with the SB2C ..................... IV, 12
Drone accident ..................................... V, 19

E

Equipment and Materials
Airborne rescue gear ................................ IV, 44
Chemical drinking water kits ..................... VI, 38
Corrosion protection ................................ I, 40
Cycleweld process approved ..................... VI, 39
Defogging airplane windshield during dive ........ III, 37
Diluter demand regulator installations in progress .... VI, 37
Effect of surface smoothness upon maximum speed of fighter aircraft .......... I, 40; II, 32; IV, 43
Fairing compound on fighter aircraft to be eliminated VI, 39
Fire hazard involved in carrying external droppable fuel tanks .......... II, 27; IV, 44; V, 44
Full-vision cockpit canopy ....................... III, 37
Fumeproofing against carbon monoxide required in Corsairs ................ VI, 37
High strength aluminum alloy developments ....... V, 45
Hydraulic systems ................................ I, 42; IV, 43
Improved goggles and sunglasses ................ IV, 44
Individual oxygen units .......................... V, 45
Liquid oxygen converter ........................ IV, 43
Naval aircraft tires ................................ I, 41; II, 31; V, 46
New technical order on hydraulic fluids .......... V, 44
Permanent finishes protect steel engine parts .... VI, 39
Portable oxygen recharging trailer ................ III, 38
Post heat-treatment of welded areas ............. VI, 38
Preservation and packaging of aeronautical parts and equipment ................ IV, 42
Reflection reducing coatings for transparent plastics and glass .......... III, 38
Safety notes on parachutes ........................ V, 45
Self-sealing fuel tanks ........................... III, 40
Thermal anti-icing systems ....................... II, 31

F

First American back from Gazelle Peninsula .... V, 5

VI, 52

VI, 52
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radio spectrum reconnaissance to give Axis communication headaches .................. V, 36
Test equipment standardized .............................................................. VI, 41
Unusual radio propagation conditions in northwest dictate local PV-1 transmitter exchange .... IV, 33
Use of sino-radio buoys in ASW .................................................. IV, 33
Relief maps now easily portable ................................................ I, 31
Remote control gunfire from U-boat ........................................... I, 20
Repairing a Catalina in mid-air ................................................... V, 8

S
Saratoga-Victorious operations ................................................ II, 5
Ships installations
Aircraft carrier bulletins ..................................................... IV, 46
Aircraft carrier lights for night flight operations .... IV, 46
"Bounce" in carrier landings taken out of F4U-1 ........ VI, 44
Catapults ................................................................. IV, 47
HE-1 catapult and arresting unit ................................................ I, 36
HII-1 catapults to be installed on CVEs ................................ V, 47
New carriers—CVL48 class ............................................................. IV, 47
Stowage of Ethyl alcohol aboard carriers .......... IV, 46
"Show me the way to go home" .................................................... V, 22
SOPAC Bombers visit Rabaul ................................................. II, 12
SOPAC suggestions on lost plane procedure for pilots of land-based aircraft .......... III, 9
Strengthening of flame dampers .................................................. I, 20
Standardization of terrain model making ............................... V, 11
Structural flight testing technique developed ............ V, 27

T
Tactics
Air-to-air bombing, history of .................................... I, 14
B-24s and enemy fighters ....................................................... I, 16
Glide bombing Jap pill boxes ...................................................... VI, 16
Hints for day fighters when employed as night fighters I, 19
Horizontal bombing of ship targets ........................................... I, 18
Jap fighter vs. Liberator ............................................................. V, 15
Japanese tactics ................................................................. II, 18
Japanese bomber mission routine ............................................... V, 18
"Nature of operation: routine patrol" ......................... I, 16
Operational report VF-32 ....................................................... V, 12
P-38s and enemy fighters ......................................................... I, 15
RAF night bombing tactics ............................................................. V, 14
Report of the combat performance of the F6F-3 ............ I, 18
SOPAC combat strafing experiences ........................................... V, 14
Tactical notes on fighter sweeps and escort over Rabaul .... III, 19
Tactical use of aircraft rocket projectiles ............... VI, 5
Use of P-38 ................................................................. VI, 15
Target objective models, use of ................................................ I, 29
Technical intelligence
Type 3 F Tony and Engine ...................................................... III, 6
Type 2 F Tojo ................................................................. III, 6
Type 97 TB Kate ................................................................. III, 7
Type 2 4EF B Emily .............................................................. III, 7
The Japs view the air situation ............................................... III, 13
Torpedo attack trainer ............................................................. III, 32
Torpedo squadron seventeen scores 18 hits in 37 drops VI, 12
Trainers, radar and electronic ................................................. IV, 22
Translations of enemy documents ................................................. IV, 15

V
Venturas in Aleutian operations ............................................. IV, 12
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### TITLE INDEX

Material appearing in the Naval Aviation Confidential Bulletin, July through December, 1944, is included. Roman numerals indicate month: July VII, August VIII, etc.
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<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>IX, 26</td>
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<td>VII, 54</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>X, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>X, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developments in bullet resistant glass</td>
<td>IX, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diluter-demand oxygen regulator test stand</td>
<td>IX, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>XII, 39</td>
</tr>
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<td>Dropping fuel tanks standardized</td>
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<tr>
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<td>VII, 54</td>
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<tr>
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<td>VIII, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>X, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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